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lowly boarded the Solange luxury yacht.

Just looking at the appearance of the Solange luxury yacht, everyone was
amazed.

After coming to the yacht, everyone opened their mouths directly.

Wide restaurants, bars, high-end, SPA pavilions, wrap-around cinemas, heated
swimming pools, luxurious lounges…everything you want to play, everything.

Where is this yacht?

It’s just…it’s a mobile castle!

Omi said: “On the yacht, everything you eat, drink, play, and use… are all
available for free in unlimited quantities!”

Then, Omilang said: “Boat!”

“Om!”

Following the roar of the motor, the entire luxury yacht, like a dragon, rides the
wind and waves, galloping towards the distance.

At the same time, all the employees of Fanyu Company uttered a warm cheer.

Among them, some jumped into the heated swimming pool impatiently.

Someone lay on a wicker chair and rested comfortably.

Someone walked into the SPA to relax.

…………

Soon, excited discussions sounded on the entire luxury yacht.

“Remy, XO, Ace of Hearts! There are thousands of wines on board! My God!”

“Island Wagyu, King Crab, Australian Lobster, Sea Cucumber, Abalone… Besides,
the cooking is so delicious! It’s so delicious!”

“That SPA is so comfortable!”



…………

The Solange luxury yacht only arrived at the Port of Magic City yesterday. It is
difficult for ordinary people to store so much food and good wine at once.

However, if Omi owns a three-star Michelin hotel, it is naturally very simple.

In fact, everyone thinks the food is delicious, and that’s why.

To know……

This is cooked by a chef from a Michelin three-star hotel, can it taste bad?

Qin Yuxuan lay on a wicker chair, looking at the boundless sea in the distance,
feeling refreshed and happy.

Listening to the employees’ playful voices, she set her eyes on Omi again, and
slowly snuggled over.

Happiness, satisfaction, and sweetness!

…………

In fact, Solange was not the only yacht in the sea at this time.

Not far away, there is also a yacht floating.

Of course, no matter how big or luxurious this yacht is, it is far inferior to
Solange.

A group of men and women are standing on the deck of the yacht, blowing the
sea breeze, drinking XO, their expressions are very sad.

“Wine, food, suites…all! Shao Liu, your yacht is really good!” a round-faced man
admired.

Liu Sheng proudly said: “This is natural! I bought this yacht from Pakistan for 300
million yuan. The entire magic capital is nothing better than it!”

“Shao Huang seems to be very satisfied with this yacht. Congratulations, Shao
Liu!” said the round-faced man.

Liu Sheng said, “We all play together and have fun together. Congratulations on
this?”

Although, he said so.



However, the smile on his face was clearly saying, yes! This is something to be
congratulated!

At this time, a luxurious, majestic, and extremely cool yacht suddenly came over
from a distance.

Someone immediately shouted: ” F*ck! What a handsome yacht!”

“And, it’s so big!”

“This can be said to be a moving castle!”

Quite a few people stood up and were amazed.

Liu Sheng’s entire face was a little dark.

I just said that the whole demon has no better yacht than myself.

As a result, immediately appeared a yacht far surpassing him?

Do you want to slap your face like this?

At this time, the round-faced man next to him shouted: “Hey, friends, are you
also from the magic capital? Is this a banquet?”

An employee said: “We are the Magic Capital Fanyu Investment Company. Today
this is in team building.”

Team building?

The round-faced man was taken aback.

Build with such a luxurious yacht team?

In addition, Fanyu Investment Company, I don’t seem to have heard of it.

Liu Shengyan heard that his face improved slightly.

An unknown small company team building…

Well, maybe, this yacht is just a look.

Moreover, it must be rented!

So Liu Sheng slowly raised his head and looked inside the Solange Yacht.

next moment……



Liu Sheng’s eyes lit up slightly, and he locked tightly on Qin Yuxuan on the deck.

Beauty!

Perfect body!

Exquisite facial features!

But shortly afterwards, he saw Omi who was holding Qin Yuxuan.

Liu Sheng’s heart immediately gave birth to a deep sense of jealousy.

Why?

Why does such a beautiful beauty become someone else’s woman?

Is he handsome?

Liu Sheng took a deep breath, and then shouted to Omi: “Dude, you should have
heard of Fenglin Real Estate Company? It belongs to our family. My name is Liu
Sheng, I rarely meet you today, how about giving it to a friend? ?”

“In the future, if you want to use a yacht, you can come to my luxury yacht that
cost 300 million yuan and bought from Pakistan.”

Most of the rich second generations in movies and novels are extremely
arrogant.

And in fact?

Most of them are like Liu Sheng, very smart.

Although, his target is Qin Yuxuan.

However, he introduced himself to Omi, and said in one word his family’s
strength and owning an expensive yacht.

He believed that Omi would be like a pug right away, begging for mercy at
himself.

But Qin Yuxuan would admire herself endlessly, and she wanted to stick to
herself.

This…is the charm of money!

Liu Sheng has had similar experiences many times, and he believes that this time
will be no exception.



However……

What Liu Sheng didn’t know, when he finished saying these words, Omi just
glanced at him casually with the look of an idiot.

300 million yuan luxury yacht?

A mere 300 million yuan can be considered a luxury yacht?

My own ship is 1.2 billion yuan!

Can’t he see the gap with his own yacht?

Why are you still so blindly confident?

Omi said lightly: “Fenglin Real Estate? Never heard of it.”

“As for making friends? Not interested.”

This sentence, he really did not speak nonsense.

Fenglin Real Estate does have some fame in Mtlnovel~www.novelhall.com~
However, Omi is not a member of Mtlnovel. Except for the famous house like
Tomson Yipin, I haven’t heard much about the rest.

Liu Sheng’s face sank slightly.

He didn’t expect Omi to answer like this.

“My buddy, I have introduced myself. If you don’t say anything like this, do you
look down on me too much?”

Omi raised his eyelids and said, “You can see it? I look down on you a little bit.”

He still didn’t talk nonsense about this sentence.

You know…With Omi’s current worth, there are really not many people who can
make him look up to him.

Of course, under normal circumstances, Omi would not say that either.

Mainly… because Omi saw his crooked mind about Qin Yuxuan.

In that case, Omi would naturally not be polite.
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Trees want bark, people want face!

The reason why Liu Sheng offered to use his own yacht to hold this party at sea
was to make a face in front of the second generation of wealthy people.

As a result, what now?

Now… I was told publicly that I looked down upon myself.

humiliation!

The shame of Chi Guoguo!

Even though, Liu Sheng received the highest quality education since he was a
child.

At this time, my heart burst into flames.

He put away his original amiable color, and said coldly: “Boy, what are you talking
about?!”

Omi said lightly: “I said, I look down on you.”

“Good, good! Kid, you are very kind! In the magic city, no one has ever said this to
me! Fanyu Investment Company? I remember it! I will definitely make you regret
it!” Liu Sheng said sharply.

He has already decided that as long as he returns to the land, he must unearth
Omi and teach him a profound lesson.

“Tatata!”

At this time, there was a dull sound of footsteps in the cabin.

“What are you arguing outside?”

Before anyone arrived, there was an unhappy voice.

Then, a tall figure walked onto the deck.

After Liu Sheng and others saw him, they respectfully said: “Huang Shaohao.”

“Shao Huang.”

After seeing this person, Omi showed a strange look on his face.

Because this so-called Young Master Huang is the same Huang Tian that I saw at
Grandpa Hu Tian’s banquet not long ago.



Facing everyone’s greetings, Huang Tian just nodded slowly.

Standing next to Liu Sheng said, “Sorry, Huang Shao, I’m sorry to disturb you. We
just met a **** who doesn’t know the height of the world…”

Huang Tian looked in the direction that Liu Sheng pointed.

next moment…

Huang Tian’s pupils shrank suddenly.

It’s him, it’s him, it’s him!

Omi!

Huang Tian can never forget the existence!

The moment Huang Tian saw Omi, he seemed to recall the scene where his father
took himself to apologize to Omi.

As long as he thought of that day, Huang Tian’s **** and nose felt a little pain
again.

In fact, Huang Tian came to the magic capital.

A large part of the reason is to come out to relax in order to forget the miserable
memories of that day.

As a result… I unexpectedly met Omi again!

Liu Sheng continued: “Young Master Huang, don’t worry, when I return to the
magic city, I will make this dog look good.”

damn thing?

Scold Omi, who even his dad treats respectfully, dog stuff? !

How dare he… !

I have been standing with Liu Sheng, in case, Omi thinks he and him are good
friends.

Even, Omi thought…These words were instructed by himself…So what should I
do?

Thinking of this, Huang Tian immediately seeped a layer of sweat on his
forehead.



If it is really misunderstood, it is definitely a disaster, a terrible disaster!

“Shut up!”

Huang Tian yelled, and at the same time, he slapped Liu Sheng’s face with a
backhand slap.

“Snapped!”

The crisp sound rippled back and forth on the deck.

Liu Sheng…and everyone on the yacht was a little stunned.

An obvious slap print quickly appeared on Liu Sheng’s face, and gradually became
red and swollen.

However, Huang Tian seemed to feel that it was not enough.

As a result, Liu Sheng was kicked to the ground with another kick, punching and
kicking.

After a while…

Huang Tiancai bent over and said in a very respectful tone: “Mr. Lin, I have
nothing to do with this guy…he dare to insult you… I’m sorry, I disturbed you…”

quiet.

The whole scene was silent.

The rich second generations on the cruise ship all showed obvious surprises on
their faces.

It can be said that they know each other well.

Who is Huang Tian?

Even for the entire Huaxia, it is also a first-class brother!

Because the Huang family has tremendous strength not only in the official circles,
but also in the business world.

result…

Huang Tian actually beat Liu Sheng for this Mr. Lin.

Then, he took the initiative to bow and apologize to this Mr. Lin?



So humble?

Who is this Mr. Lin?

What kind of strength does he possess?

Omi glanced at Huang Tian and said lightly: “Huang Tian,   you should continue
to be more cautious when making friends in the future.”

His tone was like a high above elder.

Huang Tian didn’t feel any awkwardness at all.

On the contrary, he was very happy and hurriedly said: “Yes, yes…I will definitely
pay attention to it in the future.”

…

“drop!”

A loud whistle sounded not far away.

A business yacht came slowly from a distance.

The bald man standing on the deck smiled heartily: “It’s really my yacht!”

This bald man is Liu Jianqiang, Liu Sheng’s father.

The middle-aged men in suits and leather shoes around couldn’t help but look
over.

Huang Jiayi, chairman of Tiantian Bank, was among them.

Liu Jianqiang said: “Huang Dong, next time we are free, we will take that yacht
and go fishing and blowing the sea breeze together. What do you think?”

Huang Jiayi nodded gently.

See here…

Liu Jianqiang’s heart burst into joy.

Then, Liu Jianqiang pointed to Liu Sheng on the yacht in the distance, and said,
“Look, my son is still on it!”

Obviously, Liu Jianqiang is giving his son a chance to show his face.

To know…



The people standing next to him are all very good!

As long as the son leaves even a little impression in their hearts, it may bring
endless benefits in the future.

“Snapped!”

At this time, when Liu Jianqiang saw his son, he was slapped in the face.

Then, he was beaten and kicked again.

The smile on Liu Jianqiang’s face dissipated in an instant, and he shouted: “Why
are you hitting my son!”

This cry attracted the eyes of the people on the two yachts including Huang Tian
and Omi.

When Omi turned and looked over, Huang Jiayi also saw Omi.

His heart suddenly jumped, and respectfully said: “Hello, Mr. Lin!”

This voice made Liu Jianqiang, who was still domineering, startled slightly, and
made the other people on the yacht show a touch of surprise.

To know…

Huang Jiayi is the chairman of Tiantian Bank, China’s largest private bank.

It has always been…only others respect him and continue to please him.

Have you ever seen Huang Jiayi be so respectful to others?

Moreover, he is still a young man who looks only in his 20s. UU reading

Omi said, “Oh, it’s Lao Huang…”

Old yellow?

Called the chairman of the dignified Tiantian Bank…Lao Huang?

The shocked expressions on the faces of the middle-aged men on the business
yacht became even more serious.

At the same time, he quickly guessed Omi’s identity in his heart again.

At this time, Liu Sheng got up from the ground.

Everyone has three points of fire.



Now, he has been beaten, and at the same time, he saw his father coming.

No longer caring about the identity of Huang Tian and Omi.

He pointed to the two of them and shouted: “Asshole, you dare to humiliate and
beat me!”

PS: Welcome to read my book ” “.

He didn’t know exactly what happened just now.

However, Liu Sheng dared to insult Omi, that is an unforgivable thing.

Liu Jianqiang noticed the change in Huang Jiayi’s expression, and he couldn’t
help but rattle.

When he saw that Huang Jiayi was so respectful to Omi, Liu Jianqiang was
already planning how to please Omi.

what should I do now?

At this time, Liu Jianqiang couldn’t care if Liu Sheng was beaten just now.

He hesitated: “Mr. Lin, there should be some misunderstanding between you and
my son… He didn’t mean to scold you on purpose…”

Omi glanced at Liu Jianqiang and said, “Misunderstanding? Misunderstanding… Is
he trying to steal my girlfriend? Then, threatening me?”

Rob Omi’s girlfriend and threaten him?

It was… asshole!

Huang Jiayi glanced at Liu Jianqiang and Liu Sheng with extremely cold eyes, and
let out a muffled snort.

Liu Jianqiang’s figure trembled slightly, and said: “Huang…Huang Dong, this
matter…”

Huang Jiayi didn’t wait for him to finish, but interrupted directly: “You don’t need
to say! From now on, our bank will not lend your company a penny every day!”

“In addition, the previous loan must also be repaid immediately!”

Liu Jian strongly said and heard it, his face pale as if he had been drained in an
instant.

To know…



Now his Fenglin Real Estate Company is in a state of lack of money.

Today, the main reason why he swims with other entrepreneurs is that he wants
to get closer with Huang Jiayi, chairman of Tiantian Bank.

So that it is easier to get some loans from Tiantian Bank.

As a result, what now?

Now, not only is it impossible to get the loan, but on the contrary, the previous
loan must be returned immediately.

Liu Jianqiang only felt that the sky was spinning.

Fenglin Real Estate Company… it’s over!

Obviously Liu Sheng hadn’t thought of this yet. He spoke again: “Our Liu family is
not easy to mess with!”

When Liu Jianqiang heard this, it was like a tiger being slapped on the butt.

He…was completely angry.

It’s him, it’s all the blame for this bastard!

Otherwise, none of this will happen at all!

So, Liu Jianqiang pointed to the front and shouted: “Captain, help me get over!”

Then, Liu Jianqiang jumped in front of Liu Sheng, raised his hand and pulled his
face away.

“Bastard!”

“Who asked you to make trouble for me?”

“Son of a bitch!”

He was beating and cursing, and he was extremely angry.

For these…

Omi just glanced at random, and then continued to enjoy the beauty of the
distance with Qin Yuxuan.

During this team building, all the owners of Fanyu Investment Company were
extremely happy and satisfied.



At the same time, the employees are also more familiar and tacit understanding
with each other.

But Omi did not continue to stay in Modu for a long time.

After all, he still has the identity of a student.

After Qin Yuxuan sent Omi to the airport, she returned directly to the World
Financial Building.

Senior Sister Lu sighed: “Yu Xuan, your boyfriend is so amazing, he even owns the
entire Global Financial Building, and he is also a major shareholder of Tiantian
Bank, and then there are such luxurious yachts!”

When Senior Sister Lu talked about this, there were faint stars shining in her
eyes.

After a pause, Senior Sister Lu said again: “By the way, did he take you shopping
yesterday? Did he give you anything?”

Qin Yuxuan said: “He bought me a watch.”

While speaking, Qin Yuxuan raised her wrist.

“I just bought a watch? Oh my God! This is too good to see! Howmuch did it
cost?” Senior Sister Lu asked like a bullet.

As a woman, there is no resistance at all to such a beautiful watch as Tin Hau
Watch.

“This is the Patek Philippe Queen’s watch, 31 million yuan.” Qin Yuxuan said.

“31 million!” Senior Sister Lu shouted directly.

Originally, she wanted Qin Yuxuan to take off the watch and show it to herself.

At this time, this idea was completely dispelled.

31 million watches, in case… I accidentally knocked, touched, or even fell to the
ground, what should I do?

Qin Yuxuan said again: “In addition, he also gave me a first-grade Tomson house
to live in.”

“Tangchen First Grade!” Sister Lu’s eyes were instantly rounded.

She has always lived in the magic city, and of course knows how expensive
Tomson Yipin’s house is.



The price of a set is at least 100 million yuan or more!

The sale is a house of more than 100 million and a watch of 31 million.

How can this not make her scream?

After a long time, Senior Sister Lu calmed down and said, “Yu Xuan, does your
boyfriend still have a younger brother or older brother?”

Qin Yuxuan couldn’t help thinking that her former roommate had said similar
things, and she couldn’t help laughing: “He only has one younger sister.”

Senior Sister Lu said, “Sister? Actually, I don’t have that high gender
requirement.”

Qin Yuxuan:…

…

Omi naturally didn’t know the conversation between Qin Yuxuan and Senior
Sister Lu.

After he slept in the first class cabin, he had already arrived in Jiangbei.

Then, Omi drove a Mercedes-Benz big G and returned to Panlong Villa.

He first made a cup of spiritual tea.

When the spirit tea was eaten down, his mouth filled with fragrance, he was
refreshed, and instantly wiped away all the tiredness of the past few days.

Omi put down his tea cup, took out his mobile phone, and fixed his eyes on 3178
red packets.

The 3100 red envelopes were obtained from helping Qin Yuxuan buy a Patek
Philippe diana watch.

The remaining 78 red envelopes are the income of the most recent period of
time.

“3178 red envelopes, UU read to see what you can get.” Omi murmured.

“open!”

“Ding! Congratulations, you got 9 yuan.”

“Ding! Congratulations, you got 1,000 yuan.”



…

“Ding! Congratulations, you have gotten the coupon to double the shares.”

…

“Ding! Congratulations on acquiring 10% of Omar Group.”

…

“Ding! Congratulations, for acquiring the skill Turtle Breath.”

…

“Ding! Congratulations, you got 19,999 yuan.”

For these 3178 red envelopes, Omi received a total of 1,321,201 yuan.

For this little money, Omi directly chose to ignore it.

He first set his sights on the stock double coupon.

Last time, Omi used a share doubling coupon for Penguin Group, thus owning a
total of 20% of Penguin Group’s shares.

With the idea of   rain and dew, Omi chose Ari Group this time.

【Ding! Successfully used. A total of 20% of the shares of Ari Group. 】

An instant increase of 10% of the shares of Ari Group, Omi’s assets once again
increased by 500 billion yuan.

Omar Group is the world’s largest department store with a market value of 1.4
trillion yuan.

A 10% stake, which is 140 billion yuan, is not bad.

Finally, Omi set his sights on the tortoise breath technique.

【Turtle Breath Technique: It is a special skill that replaces aerobic breathing by
consuming energy such as body fat and sugar. You don’t need to breathe, you can
live well, and show infinite charm! 】

See here…

Even Omi couldn’t help but curl up slightly.



Turtle Breath, this is definitely a very good skill!

.

The following day, the weather was fine.

Omi drove a Mercedes-Benz Big G, facing the cool breeze in the morning, and
kept moving forward.

Before long, he arrived at Jiangbei University.

The morning is the old professor’s class.

Although, Omi had a good rest yesterday.

However, listening to the old professor slowly, like a lullaby lecture, he quickly
fell asleep on the table.

Regarding this…

Not only was the old professor not angry, but on the contrary, he nodded
towards Omi.

It looks like it’s saying: This…is a model of a good student!

“Jingle Bell!”

After a ring of bells rang, the morning class ended.

Omi, Song Yi, Ma Zhong and Zheng Jinbao, the four people in the dormitory,
walked outside together.

When the four of them walked to the corner ahead, they accidentally ran into a
middle-aged professor with white hair.

“Wow!”

Suddenly, a large stack of documents in the middle-aged professor’s hands were
all scattered on the ground.

Ma Zhong said hurriedly: “I’m sorry, teacher…”

Then, he squatted down to pick up information.

Omi, Zheng Jinbao and Song Yi bend over to help.



The middle-aged professor was very amiable, and said, “It doesn’t matter… and
it’s also because I walked thinking about problems and didn’t pay attention to
the front.”

When Omi picked it up, he glanced at the content of the information at random.

Negative electrode: 4Li-4e=4Li+

Positive pole: 2SOCI2+4e=4CI-+S+SO2

Total reaction: 4Li+2SOCI2=4LiCI+S+S02

…………

The middle-aged professor said: “Thank you.”

Ma Zhong obviously saw the information, and couldn’t help asking: “Teacher, are
you working on a battery-oriented subject?”

The middle-aged professor nodded and smiled: “Yes, aren’t many people saying
that the battery of mobile phones is not enough?”

Their conversation was very brief, but Omi’s expression was slightly moved.

Because, in his mind… a clear reminder sounded suddenly.

【Ding! Trigger the mission and watch a battery experiment (01). Read “Battery
Principles”, “Battery Manual”, “Lithium Ion Battery”, “Polymer Battery”, “Battery
Structure and Principle” (05). Reward super battery patents, as well as
manufacturing principles and complete papers. 】

The middle-aged professor took the materials and turned around to leave.

At this time, Omi said, “This teacher, may I have your last name?”

“My name is Zhao.” The middle-aged professor said.

“Professor Zhao, hello, I am Omi from the School of Mathematics. I also have
some interest in batteries. Can I take me to the laboratory for a look? It’s best to
let me see specific experiments.” Omi said.

In fact…

When he first saw Omi, Professor Zhao felt a little familiar.

When Omi introduced himself, his eyes lit up instantly.

Mathematics Academy…Omi!



It can be said that in today’s Jiangbei University, everyone is like this name!

Omi never accepts interviews, and many people don’t know what Omi looks like.

And Professor Zhao had only seen Omi once from a distance, otherwise, he would
definitely recognize Omi for the first time.

Professor Zhao didn’t hesitate at all, and hurriedly said, “Okay, I will take you to
the laboratory.”

His experimental subjects can be considered confidential.

Omi is just a student of Mathematics College.

But, so what?

To know……

Omi also developed an earthquake predictor!

He is not a student of the School of Physics either!

A smart brain, no matter what it does, can get twice the result with half the
effort and discover things that are hard for ordinary people to detect.

Therefore, Professor Zhao couldn’t wait to take Omi to the distance.

I no longer pay attention to Ma Zhong, Zheng Jinbao and Song Yi who are
standing in place…

Across the basketball court, there is a tall training building in front.

Many chemical laboratories are located above this training building.

“Da da da!”

Walking on the wide corridor of the training building, a dull sound can be heard
from a distance.

“Crack!”

Professor Zhao took the lead and opened the door of the laboratory.

Looking at it is a tall machine.

Three graduate students are working hard around the machine.

Even when they heard the door open, they didn’t turn around to look.



Only the old professor who was sitting at the front and looking at the computer
screen raised his head.

He first glanced at Professor Zhao with a very plain expression, then glanced at
Omi casually, without saying much, and then returned his attention to the
computer screen.

Professor Zhao took the initiative to introduce: “Professor Li, this is Omi from
the School of Mathematics.”

“Oh?” Professor Li’s always plain old face showed a touch of surprise.

The three graduate students who had been dedicated to doing experiments
couldn’t help but stop their movements and turned around to look over.

In fact, Omi’s name is too big in Jiangbei University.

Professor Zhao continued: “Student Lin is also very interested in batteries. He
came here today to visit the laboratory and see specific battery experiments.”

Professor Li didn’t hesitate too much, and said directly: “Okay! Our last
experiment still had a little tail to deal with, so wait a while.”

Omi said: “Okay.”

Sure enough, just waited a while.

About 5 minutes later, Professor Li said: “Our battery experiment can start
again.”

“Then trouble Professor Li.” Omi said.

Professor Li smiled and said: “No trouble~www.novelhall.com~ No trouble, this is
what we have to do repeatedly every day.”

Then, Professor Li said: “Everyone should make the experiment as detailed as
possible and set the standard!”

Obviously, he wanted to make Omi see more clearly.

“Da da da!”

As the experiment started, there was a dull sound in the strangely shaped
machine.

“drop!”

“drop!”



“drop!”

Rows of indicators lit up with different lights.

Then, electric sparks kept beating in the dark material, making a crackling sound.

At the same time, a curve bouncing up and down appeared on the computer
screen.

The movements of the three graduate students were very slow, and some
operations that could have been saved were all added.

Therefore, the experiment, which originally only took 30 minutes, lasted for
nearly 50 minutes, and then slowly ended.

Professor Li first took some notes from the experiment just now.

Then, he asked, “Student Lin, how are you? Do you have any other ideas? Or
suggestions?”

Omi glanced at the system task.

[Task: Watch a battery experiment (11). Read “Battery Principles”, “Battery
Manual”, “Lithium Ion Battery”, “Polymer Battery”, “Battery Structure and
Principle” (05). Reward super battery patents, as well as manufacturing principles
and complete papers. 】

Obviously, the first condition of the task has been fulfilled.

So Omi said, “I need to spend some time and think about it.”

Professor Li was not too surprised, and nodded: “Batteries do require a lot of
time and experimentation to achieve certain results.”

.

After reading the battery experiment, Omi went to the library instead.

The library of Jiangbei University is always overcrowded, and when you look at it,
it is full of moving figures.

Omi walked through the bookshelves for languages, mathematics, and
geography… and went straight to the bookshelves for chemistry.

I have to say that Jiangbei University’s books are very complete.



It took Omi a few minutes to find all the five books needed: “Battery Principle”,
“Battery Manual”, “Lithium Ion Battery”, “Polymer Battery”, and “Battery
Structure and Principle”.

Holding five thick books, he glanced towards the seat full of figures in the
distance.

At this time, a slightly familiar voice sounded behind him.

“I have a seat, do you want to sit?”

Omi slowly turned around after hearing this.

A pretty and quiet girl with fair skin and delicate features, wearing a long dress
and black-rimmed glasses, appeared in front of her eyes.

She is exactly Lu Ling who has met several times in the library.

Omi still remembers that she majored in physics.

It seems that every time I come to the library, I can meet her. Is this fate in the
legend?

Omi touched his nose and said, “I want to sit down.”

Then, under the leadership of Lu Ling, Omi came to the position where he had sat
several times.

He couldn’t help wondering: “Do you sit here every time?”

Lu Ling asked, “Can’t it?”

“It’s…it’s okay.” Omi shrugged.

Then, Omi didn’t talk any more, but took care of his own scanning ability, and
quickly flipped through the “Battery Principle” in his hand.

“Wow!”

There was a brisk sound of flipping through the book.

“Battery Principles” has hundreds of pages, but it only took 5 minutes for Omi to
remember everything in his heart.

Next, is the second “Battery Handbook.”

The third “Lithium Ion Battery”…



After reading five books, Omi spent nearly 20 minutes in total.

Suddenly, a clear reminder sounded in Omi’s mind.

The Luckiest man in the world CHAPTER

306-310

【Ding! Complete the task and watch a TV experiment (11). Read “Battery
Principles”, “Battery Manual”, “Lithium Ion Battery”, “Polymer Battery”, “Battery
Structure and Principle” (55). Obtained the super battery patent, as well as the
manufacturing principle and complete thesis. 】

In an instant, in addition to the five books about battery knowledge that Omi had
just flipped through, there was more battery knowledge like a sea of   tides in
Omi’s mind.

Seeing that Omi hadn’t turned the book anymore, Lu Ling next to him couldn’t
help asking, “Battery? Have you started to study chemistry now?”

“Yes.” Omi said.

Then, he looked down at the question on Lu Ling’s desk and said, “Is this question
no longer?”

Lu Ling opened her mouth. What did she want to say again?

Well, it is indeed again.

She really won’t.

Omi could easily see her thoughts from her expression.

At this time, Omi had just completed the task and was in a good mood.

So I picked up my pen and solved the above question very easily.

After Lu Ling finished reading it, Qiao’s face showed a daze.

Omi smiled lightly, and strode out of the library.

Lu Ling hesitated and said, “Please wait a moment. Thank you for helping me
answer several questions. I will invite you to dinner at noon.”

When it comes to eating, Omi’s stomach is indeed a little hungry.



Therefore, he directly responded: “Okay.”

Lu Ling cleared the books on the table, and then went to the canteen with Omi.

Originally, Lu Ling planned to invite Omi to eat more expensive food outside.

But, how expensive can Omi usually eat more expensive?

Omi refused directly.

Every time sea cucumbers, abalones…sometimes they are a bit greasy and
crooked.

It is also a good choice to change the taste occasionally and eat some food in the
cafeteria.

At this time, it’s time for dinner.

There were a lot of people in the canteen. After Lu Ling and Omi ordered some
food, they found no one to sit down.

Lu Ling took a few bites of rice and couldn’t help but said, “Omi, why is your math
so good? Is it because of interest?”

Omi said, “I have no interest in mathematics.”

Omi didn’t lie about this sentence.

He entered Jiangbei University as long as he wanted to experience life.

And to answer those difficult questions, it is entirely because of the convenience
and some system tasks.

“Huh?” Lu Ling was stunned for a moment, “Then… Then how did you solve so
many problems?”

Obviously, after Omi introduced himself last time, Lu Ling already knew his
identity.

Omi said, “Those questions? Wouldn’t they be answered by just looking at them?”

Just take a look and answer?

Including Zhou’s conjecture, twin prime conjecture, hail conjecture and Hodge
conjecture?

These… are all math puzzles in the world!



Lu Ling was completely stunned.

“Ding!”

At this moment, the phone in Omi’s pocket shook slightly.

12:00!

The red envelope appears.

“Ding! Congratulations, you got 3 yuan.”

“Ding! Congratulations, you got 999 yuan.”

…

“Ding! Congratulations, you got 18888 yuan.”

“Ding! Congratulations, get a super smart watch.”

This time, Omi received a total of 53,211 yuan.

For this amount of money, Omi didn’t even want to look at it.

He focused directly on… the black watch that suddenly appeared on his wrist.

Super smart watch!

“I have almost eaten, and suddenly I remembered something important…I just
left.” After Omi finished speaking, he walked directly outside.

Because, UU read , he wanted to see what this super smart watch was.

Omi has a strong instinct, this is definitely a very good baby!

Lu Ling was left alone, looking blank in the cafeteria.

Omi did not go to the dormitory, but came to the Mercedes-Benz Grand G and
headed towards Panlong Villa.

Galloping all the way.

About 20 minutes later, Omi came to the sofa of Panlong Villa and sat down.

Then, he refocused his attention on the super smart watch.



【Super smart watch: AI watch that integrates protection, calculation, tracking
and other powerful abilities, is absolutely loyal to the owner, helps the owner to
complete things easily, and demonstrates extraordinary power. 】

An AI watch that integrates powerful capabilities such as protection, calculation,
tracking, etc.?

For some reason, Omi suddenly thought of Jarvis in “Iron Man”.

Omi’s heart also picked up a few beats, and said, “Super smart watch?”

“I’m here, Master, do you have any instructions?” The watch screen lit up slightly,
and there was a very magnetic sound.

Even if Omi had heard a lot of nice voices, at this time, it was a bit crisp.

After a while, Omi said, “Do you have a name?”

“Super smart watch.”

“This name…is not good, you have to change it to something nicer. You’re all
black, then you will be called…Xiaobai from now on.” Omi said.

“Ding! The modification is successful, Xiaobai will serve you.”

Omi:…

Is this really a super smart watch?

Instead of a super mentally retarded watch?

Am I expecting too much from it?

PS: Welcome to read my book ” “.

.

Omi sighed helplessly: “I mean, change your name to Xiaobai instead of Xiaobai.”

The screen of the super smart watch flickered, which made a crisp sound.

“Ding! The modification is successful! Xiaobai, not Xiaobai, serve you.”

When Omi heard this, the corners of his mouth twitched.

Mentally retarded!



This is definitely a super mentally retarded watch!

Omi was patient and talked a few times with the super smart watch.

This changed the name to “Xiao Bai”.

Omi went to the bathroom, and when he returned and passed the study, he
accidentally saw a stack of papers on the table.

Under curiosity, he glanced at random.

“Super Battery Patent”.

Omi murmured: “Has the task rewards been delivered directly to the house? It’s
quite convenient.”

Then, he looked at the computer next to him, and said, “It’s okay anyway, let’s
write the paper on this super battery first.”

Most people, if they want to write an essay, they absolutely have to think twice,
which is extremely difficult.

After spending a lot of time to write, it has to go through complicated and
meticulous revisions.

However, Omi is different. This paper was awarded to him by the system.

It can be said that it was directly engraved into his mind, without any thinking or
modification at all, and it was extremely perfect.

only saw……

Omi put his finger on the keyboard and jumped quickly like a phantom.

Just over an hour…

A logically meticulous and extremely complex paper appeared in the WORD
document.

After Omi pondered slightly, he wrote his name in the first position, and Zhao
Xueqin and Li Rongfa in the second position.

Zhao Xueqin and Li Rongfa are the two professors who let students do battery
experiments for him.

Omi is a person who knows how to repay.

Since others have helped yourself, it is reasonable to give them a small return.



Small return?

This is a paper for super batteries!

If Zhao Xueqin and Li Rongfa knew about it, they would not be surprised what
they would look like.

Of course, these…

Omi didn’t care.

He sent the paper to the editorial department of Science.

When he was about to leave the study, he accidentally saw the super smart watch
on his wrist.

So Omi said, “Xiaobai, can you get my paper to be reviewed in the shortest
possible time?”

As one of the most authoritative scientific research magazines in the world,
“Science” is the holy place in the hearts of all scientific researchers, receiving
countless emails every day.

For most scholars, successfully publishing a paper in “Science” is a matter of
great pride, and it can even take off immediately.

Therefore, the editor’s mailbox of “Science” contains a lot of unfinished
manuscripts all the year round.

Omi just sent the manuscript, and according to normal circumstances, it would
take at least one or two weeks before it could be reviewed.

That’s why he asked the super smart watch out loud.

“No problem, Master!”

The screen of the super smart watch flickered slightly, and there was a clear and
pleasant sound.

…………

America.

At this time, it was early morning.

“Science” editor Howard Hughes, lying on the soft big bed, with a slight smile on
his face, obviously, he is experiencing a good dream.



“Jingle Bell!”

At this time, the phone on his bedside suddenly rang a harsh ring.

However, this sound did not wake Howard Seuss who fell asleep.

The next moment, the TV in his room suddenly turned on automatically, and
turned on the stereo that hadn’t been used for a long time.

“Boom!”

Howardsius was so frightened that he jumped out of the bed.

“What happened? What happened?”

When he saw the sound from the TV, he couldn’t help but heaved a sigh of relief.

Just murmured: “I remember it was closed before going to bed? Did I remember
wrong?”

Howardsius shook his head, but didn’t care too much.

He picked up the remote control beside the bed and pressed the shutdown
button, and then lay on the bed again.

“Boom!”

However, when he lay down for a while, the TV and stereo turned on again, and
there was a burst of ear-popping sound.

Howardsius jumped up again, and he shouted: ” F*ck! Is this TV convulsive? I will
throw it in the trash tomorrow!”

After speaking, Howardsius got up in anger and unplugged the power cord
severely.

Two consecutive noises made Howard Seuss feel a little thirsty.

He got up and went to the kitchen, poured a glass of ice water, and gulped down
his stomach with a few sips.

Then, he would return to the room to continue sleeping.

At this moment…

The oven that originally needed to bake food to make a ‘ding dong’ crisp sound
suddenly made a ‘ding dong’ sound.



The washing machine that needs to wash the clothes before the soft music
appears, and the soft music is constantly played.

Only when the refrigerator door has not been closed for a long time, will there
be a ‘didi’ sound, followed by a rapid ‘didi’ sound…

All electrical appliances that can make a sound rang at this moment.

Very noisy and rush!

Howard Seuss held his head and shouted: “what-is- F*ck! What’s wrong with
this?!”

Then, he quickly unplugged all the electrical appliances.

Just when Howardsius breathed a sigh of relief, there was another loud music
from the notebook in the study ~www.novelhall.com~ He walked into the study
quickly and raised his hand to turn off the laptop.

However, Howardsius quickly discovered that he could not control the mouse at
all.

Even if the power is unplugged, there is a reserve power supply in the laptop.

Howard Seuss exclaimed angrily: “If you let me know who is playing the prank, I
promise to make him look good, definitely!”

At this time, the music in the notebook suddenly stopped.

At the same time, an email popped up on the screen.

“Principle and Application of Super Battery”.

Howardsius, who was in a state of irritation, just glanced randomly at first.

But, soon, his eyes could not be removed completely.

“This…this…can a battery of such a small size continue to release so much
power?”

“If this paper is true…”

“Super battery…”

“Super batteries will definitely change the entire mobile electronics industry
immediately!”



“Whose article is this? Omi of Huaxia Jiangbei University? The mathematician and
the genius who invented the earthquake predictor?”

“Oh my God!”

Today, Omi’s name is definitely well-known in the scientific research community.

At this moment, Howardsius had completely forgotten the unpleasantness just
now, and the whole person looked extremely excited.

If it is Omi, the value of this paper has risen to a new level.

“You must ask the editor-in-chief, and then look for a peer reviewer…”

Then, Howardsius did not continue to care about the abnormality of the electrical
appliances at home just now, nor did he pay attention to the sky that had not
been completely brightened, and directly took out the phone to broadcast the
editor-in-chief’s call.

…………

.

The whole person is like a lion in a state of rage.

His voice was low and terrible.

After seeing the paper “Principles and Applications of Super Batteries”, the
whole person immediately became extremely excited and immediately praised
Howardsius.

As the editor-in-chief of “Science”, he knows exactly what this paper represents.

Some people feel immensely proud of their papers being published in Science.

For some papers, it was chosen to be published in Science, which made Science
feel much honored.

“Principles and Applications of Super Batteries” is the latter.

To know…

In this world, there is not only “Science” a top journal.

If it is not possible to review and reply in the first time.

just in case…



The other party felt that he had neglected him, so he switched to other journals,
or directly chose their old rival “Nature.”

At that time… it was definitely beyond regret.

Therefore, the editor-in-chief immediately forwarded the “Principles and
Applications of Super Batteries” to Professor Stephen Genie of MIT.

The next day, the MIT Chemistry Laboratory was very lively.

…

Regarding these, Omi had no idea.

In the past few days, Omi goes to school, sleeps, eats every day…experienced
the leisurely student life, which is very relaxing and cozy.

He is relaxed and cozy, but Professor Stephen Jenny is completely the opposite.

In the past few days, Professor Stephen Jenny has been experimenting and
checking calculations in accordance with “Principles and Applications of Super
Batteries” almost day and night.

Today, the results of the experiment finally appeared, and they were in full
agreement with the data in the paper.

The paper… correct!

When the editorial department of “Nature” got feedback, it did not hesitate to
publish the paper directly, and added a prominent headline on the cover.

If it is said that the mobile phone electronics industry is a peaceful lake.

Then, with the appearance of this paper, it was like dropping a terrifying
underwater bomb on this lake… The entire mobile phone electronics industry
was completely boiling.

…

At this time, the United States, the headquarters of the fruit company.

The technical director hurried to the office of President Kaku with a pile of
documents.

Kaku wondered: “What’s the matter?”

“Super battery! Just look at it.” The technical director said.



Don’t think that the president doesn’t understand anything, he can only
command blindly.

On the contrary, they understand much more than ordinary people.

Kaku flipped through the information quickly, and after a while, his face
gradually showed a touch of horror and solemnity.

“According to what the paper says, then the battery volume of today’s mobile
phones can be reduced by at least half, but the capacity can be increased several
times! How true is this paper?”

In the same configuration…

Today’s mobile phones have always been lighter and thinner.

And the super battery can undoubtedly achieve the ultimate in this aspect, even,
it can be said to be subversive.

No wonder Kaku would show this expression.

The technical director said: “This paper was reviewed by Professor Steven Jenny
of MIT. He is an authority on batteries. In addition, last night, I also conducted
urgent experiments according to the paper several times, all of which were
inconsistent with the paper. The data mentioned is generally the same.”

“Therefore, there is no doubt about the authenticity.”

Hearing this, Kaku made a few laps on the spot before he picked up the phone on
the desk and said, “Mr. Wilson, I need you to get the “Science” thesis “Principles
and Applications of Super Batteries” in the shortest possible time. Fan’s contact
information! The shortest time! Fast!”

“Yes!” Wilson heard a serious voice on the phone.

…

Stick country, four-star group.

Chairman Li Kangxi listened to the report of the director in front of him and
frowned, “Super battery? Also, it is a super battery developed by Huaxia People?
You know, I hate these two terms!”

After a while, Li Kangxi continued: “Now, we must prepare with both hands.”

“First, in the shortest time possible, get in touch with Huaxia, a person named
Omi, and strive to purchase the patent for the super battery.”

“Second, check to see if this Huaxia Omi is a member of our stick country.”



“Yes!” the director respectfully said.

…

China, Dahua Mobile Group.

Chairman Ran Fei has a habit of spending at least one hour per day looking
through the most cutting-edge scientific research reports.

Because he knows very well that technology is the only driving force for
progress.

When he picked up the latest issue of “Science” on the table, he was soon
attracted by the title of the thesis on the cover-“The Principles and Applications
of Super Batteries”.

Then, Ran Fei almost completely buried his entire head in the journal.

After a long time, he was excited to mutter to himself: “The battery capacity can
be increased so much, it can be increased so much…”

Ran Fei quickly dialed the phone and said, “Director Liu, have you read the latest
issue of “Science”?”

“You are talking about “Principles and Applications of Super Batteries”? I am
preparing to report this to you.” Director Liu said.

“Oh? What do you think of the content of the paper? Is it possible?” Ran Fei
asked.

“The basic logic is that there is no problem. UU read , but the specific data needs
to be verified by personal experiments.” Director Liu said.

Ran Fei said: “Now you put aside everything and appoint a scientific research
team of 20 to 50 people to verify the experiment in the shortest time!”

“Okay!” Director Liu answered immediately.

Then, Ran Fei dialed the number of the Director of Human Resources and said:
“Help me find the contact information of Omi of Jiangbei University as soon as
possible.”

“Yes!” said the human resources director.

Ran Fei kept pacing in the office. After thinking for a while, he dialed another
phone call and said, “Help me book a ticket to Jiangbei, the sooner the better!”

…



Many mobile phone industry giants have all noticed the “Principles and
Applications of Super Batteries”.

They asked HR to help find Omi’s contact information, but at most they found
Omi’s submission mailbox.

As for the phone number and the specific address of the family, it has never been
known.

In fact, this is also normal.

After all, Omi is a member of the Dragon Group and his identity is encrypted.

In addition, Omi once invented an earthquake predictor, solved many
mathematical problems, and stated that he would not accept any interviews.

The official also understood that Omi didn’t want to be disturbed in any way.

Naturally… this information will not be known to others.

No cell phone number, no specific address…

In desperation, the senior management of the mobile phone company had to
keep sending emails to Omi’s mailbox.

But, as a young man in the 21st century, where would he go to check his mailbox?

These emails are destined to fall apart.

PS: Welcome to read my book ” “.

.

That night, Omi came to Yike City.

Qiu Ziqian and Huang Ling stayed up all night happily.

…

Lonely pity on the edge of Youcaojian, there is a deep tree screaming yellow
oriole.

The spring tide brings rain late and rushes, and the unmanned boat on the wild
ferry is arrogant.

…

The next day, Omi dragged his tired body into the classroom.



At this time, there were still a few minutes to go to class, and the students
around were chatting about games and TV dramas, relaxed and unrestrained.

“Jingle Bell!”

After a brisk bell rang, the old professor walked in.

He cleared his throat and began to lecture again like a lullaby.

Omi just felt his eyelids sink and fell asleep directly.

“Jingle Bell!”

When a brisk get out of class bell rang on the campus, the old professor stopped
the lecture.

It was also at this time that there were rapid footsteps outside the corridor.

“Omi… is Omi here?”

The old professor and all the classmates all followed the voice and looked
towards the door.

It was Professor Zhao Xueqin and Li Rongfa who had some intersection with Omi
not long ago.

The old professor obviously knew them, and couldn’t help but wonder:
“Professor Zhao, Professor Li, don’t you know what’s the matter with Omi?”

No wonder the old professor would ask.

If it is a mathematics college, or a teacher or professor in the physics college,
look for Omi.

That’s easier to understand.

After all, Omi is a genius at the Mathematics Academy.

Regardless of mathematics or physics, there are some complicated calculation
problems involved.

But the question, Zhao Xueqin and Li Rongfa are professors at the School of
Chemistry!

Chemistry doesn’t seem to require particularly complicated calculations, right?

Li Rong said: “The super battery paper published by Omi has been published in
the latest “Science”!”



After he said this, his voice trembled with excitement.

Li Rongfa is a professor of chemistry and has a deep research on batteries.

He knew very well what the super battery that Omi studied really represented.

And Omi even added the names of him and Zhao Xueqin to the paper, even
though it was only a second work.

But that is also a great honor!

After Li Rong’s voice fell, the whole classroom fell silent instantly.

“Nature” and “Science” are known as the crowns of scientific research.

All people engaged in scientific research dream of one day being able to publish
papers on it.

Omi is a genius.

But, he is a mathematics genius!

How come there are papers published in “Science”?

And, is it a battery paper? Chemistry direction?

This…

When did Omi start to study chemistry again?

“Huhuhu!”

When the class suddenly fell silent, Omi’s snoring sound became particularly
abrupt.

The old professor, all the classmates, as well as Zhao Xueqin and Li Rongfa who
were standing at the door, followed the grunting sound, and focused their eyes
on Omi.

The same thought came into everyone’s mind: Yesterday, he must have struggled
for another night! Excellent people work harder than themselves!

“Crack!”

At this time, Omi slowly woke up from his deep sleep.

He looked up at everyone’s gaze, and for a while, he was a little at a loss.



Muttered in his heart: Wasn’t it okay to sleep before? what is it today? What is
everyone looking at me?

The old professor praised sincerely: “Student Omi, you are a good one! You are
an example for everyone to learn from!”

” F*ck!”

The old professor applauded first.

Immediately after…

All the students in the class applauded.

Omi was dazed again, what’s wrong?

learn?

What to learn?

Learning to sleep?

Is it ironic?

But, it’s a bit different.

Zhao Xueqin and Li Rongfa hurriedly walked over.

“Student Omi, your “Principles and Applications of Super Batteries” was
published on “Science”! Moreover, it also appeared on the cover!”

Li Rongfa hurriedly took out “Science” as he spoke.

The horror on the face of the old professor and all the classmates was even
worse.

Cover!

It is extremely rare to be able to publish a paper on “Science”.

Omi actually appeared on the cover!

This…

This…

Compared to everyone’s surprise.



Omi’s face showed a dazed look.

How smart is he?

It was indeed a compliment to instantly understand what the old professor said
just now.

Omi glanced at the super smart watch on his wrist and quietly gave it a thumbs
up.

Within a few days, the paper passed the review and was successfully published.

Xiaobai’s ability is still good!

Li Rongfa continued: “Professor Zhao and I didn’t help you at all. As a result, you
wrote us on the second book. This… we are ashamed.”

When Li Rongfa said this, he became excited again.

The old professor standing on the podium showed a touch of envy.

The cover of “Science”, even if it is a second work, is a very serious thing.

Omi said flatly: “You showed me the battery experiment and you also helped me,
so there is no problem writing it on the second book.”

After watching the battery experiment, I got the second cover of “Science”?

The old professor said: I can do this too!

“Tatata!”

At this time, there was another sound of footsteps outside the corridor.

Then, Feng Weijian, vice president of Jiangbei University, walked in with a
middle-aged man with a Chinese character face.

Feng Weijian smiled and said, “Professor Zhao, Professor Li, Professor Wang, you
are all here too.”

Then, he set his gaze on Omi, UU read and pointed to the man with the Chinese
character face next to him, and said, “Student Lin, this is Mr. Ran Fei, Chairman of
Dahua Group. He said something I want to discuss it with you.”

Ran Fei hurriedly said, “Mr. Lin, hello.”

Omi said: “Hello Ran Dong, don’t you know what Ran Dong is asking for me?”



Ran Fei hesitated and said, “I want to start some cooperation with Mr. Lin on the
super battery.”

quiet.

The whole classroom fell into silence again.

Previously, all the students only felt that Omi was able to publish a paper in
Science, which was a very remarkable thing, and it was more of an admiration.

At this time, he was full of envy, and even, it could be said that he was jealous.

To know…

Dahua Group is the leading company in the entire China Communications
Industry.

Dahua Group is not listed, but according to outside estimates, its market value is
at least 2 trillion yuan.

Because of Omi’s super battery, the chairman of such a large enterprise came to
talk about cooperation in person.

Howmuch cooperation should it be?

100000000?

300 million?

Or more?

When all the students thought of this, they only felt that their throats were dry.

Regarding this…

Omi said very plainly, “Cooperate, OK.”

In fact, he can also choose to establish his own company and factory.

However, Omi found it troublesome to think about it.

In addition, Dahua has always had a good reputation, but it is worthy of
cooperation.

Ran Fei happily said: “Then we should talk to another place? After all, I have to let
the company use a fax machine to send the corresponding documents and
contracts.”



Omi nodded and said, “Okay.”

.

Under the envy of the classmates, Omi and Ran Fei walked outside together.

After a while, they arrived at the office of Feng Weijian, vice president of
Jiangbei University.

Ran Fei has also come into contact with many young geniuses.

However, even if these young people are genius, they will always be somewhat
restrained in the face of themselves.

Ran Fei believes that there are two reasons for this.

The first is the gap between wealth.

The second is the gap between social status.

After seeing Omi for the first time in the classroom, Ran Fei has been quietly
observing Omi.

Ran Fei found that Omi’s expression was always extremely relaxed and plain.

He couldn’t help but praised in his heart: As expected, he is a genius who has
solved several mathematical problems and invented an earthquake predictor and
a super battery. It really is different.

In fact…

It is extremely normal for Omi to have this kind of performance.

Speaking of wealth…

Omi has far more wealth than Ran Fei.

Speaking of social status…

Omi is the second largest shareholder of Penguin Group and Ari Group, the
largest shareholder of Emperor Hotel, Yinshan Group, XiaowuWholesale City,
etc., the leader of the Dragon Group…

In addition, Omi also made friends with Qin Weiming, Zhou Guotao and other
elders.

This kind of social status is not comparable to Ran Fei.



This is equivalent to an upper person and a lower person walking together. How
could it be possible to be nervous?

After sitting down, Ran Fei said: “Mr. Lin, you should also know that Dahua Group
is divided into two major business segments, the first is communication
equipment, the second is smart phones…”

Seeing that Ran Fei seemed to want to talk about it, Omi couldn’t help but
interrupt: “President Ran, you just said that you want to cooperate with my super
battery, so let’s just talk about the specific cooperation content.”

Ran Fei immediately understood that Omi didn’t like to talk about circles.

So he opened his mouth and said: “I know the super battery, you must have spent
a lot of energy to invent it, so we don’t plan to buy out the patent directly.”

Omi wanted to say that it took a lot of energy?

No, you think too much.

It took almost an hour to watch a battery experiment and then just a few battery
books.

Ran Fei continued: “I have temporarily prepared two ways of cooperation. Mr. Lin
can listen first. Of course, you can also make your request.”

“In the first type, Dahua Group has allocated 500 million yuan to obtain the right
to use the super battery for 10 years. You can continue to sign corresponding
cooperation agreements with other companies.”

“Second, our Dahua Group has spent 1.5 billion yuan to obtain the 10-year
general agency rights for super batteries. If other companies want to use super
batteries, they need to sign a contract with our Dahua Group. Five points.”

“Patter!”

Sitting next to him, Feng Weijian, the vice-principal who has not spoken, shook
his hand with the water glass, and almost didn’t burn himself.

500 million!

1.5 billion!

Feng Weijian can also be considered to have seen many great worlds.

However, he was still surprised by such a large number.

Omi’s expression was always incomparable, and he said directly, “The second
one.”



It’s not that Omi felt that it was more than 1.5 billion, so he chose it.

To know…

1.5 billion is just the price of a high-end office building.

Omi has several such office buildings.

In addition, in Omi’s own account, there are also several billion yuan.

The real reason was that Omi felt that it was too troublesome to sign contracts
with different companies frequently.

“Guru!”

Feng Weijian, who was sitting next to him, couldn’t help swallowing.

1.5 billion!

Ran Fei took a deep breath and said, “Okay, let me send someone the contract.”

Although, the technical director has done several experiments to prove that
there is no problem with the paper data.

However, the 1.5 billion patent agency contract is still a big bet for Ran Fei!

If in recent years, no one can invent a better battery.

If someone invents a better battery soon, it will definitely be a blow to Dahua
Group.

“Crack, creak!”

After a crisp sound from the fax machine, three contracts still exuding warmth
appeared in Ran Fei’s hands.

Ran Fei first spent about 20 minutes. After checking the contract carefully, he
handed the contract to Omi and said, “Mr. Lin, please look over.”

Compared with Ran Fei’s carefulness, Omi seemed much more casual.

I saw…

Omi quickly flipped through the contract and made a “clap” sound. After only a
few tens of seconds, he stopped and said, “Okay, the contract is okay. Can you
sign it directly?”

Ran Fei was taken aback for a moment.



That’s… no problem?

Don’t look at it anymore?

Is it so casual?

This is a 1.5 billion contract!

Where did Ran Fei know that Omi had the ability to scan.

Although it took a short time to watch, the level of understanding of the content
of the contract far exceeded that of Ran Fei himself.

Even at this time, even if Omi was asked to recite the contents of the contract,
there was no problem.

Seeing that Ran Fei didn’t answer, Omi couldn’t help but speak again: “Is there
anything else I need to wait for?”

“No…no, you can sign.” Ran Fei replied.

Omi nodded, picked up the writing pen on the table, and quickly signed his name.
UU reading

Ran Fei also signed his name and stamped the official seal that he carried with
him.

Feng Zijian, who was sitting next to him, swallowed again.

A 1.5 billion astronomical contract, just like this, simply completed in front of
oneself?

He felt so unreal.

Ran Fei said: “Mr. Lin, I have asked Finance to transfer the account to you, and it
should be received soon.”

Omi nodded casually without paying too much attention.

Sure enough, after a while, the phone in his pocket shook slightly.

“China Merchants Bank, remit 1,500,000,000 yuan.”

Omi shook his phone and said, “It’s paid.”

Ran Fei took the initiative to stretch out his hand and said, “Mr. Lin, happy
cooperation.”



At this time, Omi followed and said, “Happy cooperation.”

…

The fact that Dahua Group spent 1.5 billion yuan as a general agent for super
battery patents was quickly spread.

This time, not only the mobile electronics industry was shaken, but the entire
network was shaken.

meager.

[Love in a lifetime: 1.5 billion? Oh my! My goodness! Can patents be so
valuable? 】

[Fat Monkey King: I finally understand why the ancients said that the book has its
own golden house, and the book has its own golden house. From now on, I will
study hard! The beauty asked me to chat, and I kicked her away because I want to
study hard! The beauty asked me to drink milk tea, but I directly refused, because
I want to study hard! The beauty asked me to watch a movie, so I just tore off the
movie ticket, because I want to study hard! Women will only affect my study! 】

[You, me, him: Upstairs… Are you thinking about fart, the beauty will look for
you? 】

.

[Wuying: 1.5 billion! When can I earn a fraction of it? 】

[Happy and happy: Have you noticed who signed the super battery patent
contract with Dahua Group? It’s Omi! Omi who solved Zhou’s conjecture, twin
prime conjecture, hail conjecture and Hall conjecture a while ago! 】

[Golden Gold Goldfish: F*ck! 】

[Like Chuzheng: F*ck! 】

[Love for life: F*ck! 】

[It has come and gone: I have solved several unsolved mathematics problems,
invented an earthquake predictor, and now researched a super battery, and
obtained a 1.5 billion patent authorization… Reality is always reminding me that
I am just coming The world makes up! 】

…………



Omi is completely ignorant of online discussions.

After signing a contract with Ran Fei, chairman of Dahua Group, he drove a
Mercedes-Benz G to the airport.

Then, boarded the latest flight to Lishi.

Because, just now… Su Ningjing sent a message, saying that some people from
Quejia Company came and said that they wanted to buy their coffee beans.

Although, Quejia Company is the world’s largest coffee company.
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